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Jobless Tunisians Seek New
Migration Routes to Europe
Crackdown in Libya has forced smugglers to
find alternative routes for Tunisian migrants who
are fleeing economic troubles in Tunisia.
Tunisian smugglers are offering migrants seeking a fresh start in Europe a new route from
Africa to Italy.
Thousands have made the dangerous 300 km
journey between Libya and the Italian island
of Lampedusa this year and hundreds more are
thought to have died trying to crossing the Mediterranean Sea to reach European shores.
A crackdown by the Libyan coastguard in August
has forced migrants and smugglers to find alternatives, giving Tunisians an opportunity to sell
spots on overcrowded boats between the Gulf of
Tunis and Sicily.
The number of migrants trying to make the trip,
which can be as short as 150 km, has jumped
in the last month while fewer are leaving from
Libya.

Most are Tunisians fleeing economic hardship
at home. Others want to avoid increased navy
patrols off Lampedusa and prefer to arrive on the
larger island of Sicily where it is easier to pass
unnoticed. Penalties for smugglers and migrants
are also light in Tunisia if you are caught.
“The route to Sicily is not as heavily guarded as
to Lampedusa,” said Hassen Rebhi, captain of a
Tunisian coast guard captain whose boat patrols
the waters off Tunisia.
Libya is still a much bigger departure point for
Europe with 108,000 reaching Italy from Libya
in 2017, according to the International Organisation for Migration. But Tunisian arrivals are on
the rise with 1,400 in September, up from 1,350
in the first 8 months of the year. Many others
are believed to have reached Sicily but escaped
detection and identification.
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Former Pakistan Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif
Ordered Arrested
Anti-Corruption Court
Issues Warrant After
Ex-leader Fails to Appear
in Hearing

PARIS - France’s parliament passed a new
controversial anti-terror law pushed by President Emmanuel Macron which has been
criticised by rights groups.
The new anti-terror law is designed to put an
end to France’s two-year state of emergency
in place since attacks in November 2015 by
making many of the measures permanent.
The vote coincided with a major security speech by 39-year-old Macron at the
presidential palace he outlined his plans to
increase resources for police and the intelligence services.
“The idea is to adapt to the worries of citizens and define the organisations and the
types of interventions needed,” a source in
the presidential palace said on condition of
anonymity.
Macron, who was elected in May, is expected
to flesh out his campaign pledges to create
new local police forces, a new executive
intelligence unit in the president’s office, and
on-the-spot fines for small offences.
France has been hit by a series of attacks
since 2015 by Islamic extremists that have
left more than 200 people dead.
The new anti-terror legislation has encountered little resistance from a public traumatised by a string of jihadist attacks, despite
criticism it will undermine civil liberties.
A recent poll found 57 percent of the French
were in favor.

The right balance?

The law will enable authorities to confine
suspected jihadist sympathisers to their
neighbourhoods, close places of worship
accused of condoning terror and carry
out more on-the-spot identity checks all
without the prior approval of a judge.
Interior Minister Gerard Collomb has said
the law strikes the right balance between
security and individual freedoms.
France has progressively tightened its
legal arsenal to tackle terror threats, passing around 15 different laws since 1986.
Rights groups oppose the new legislation, with Human Rights Watch calling it
a “normalisation of emergency powers”.
UN experts also raised objections in
a letter to the French government last
month.
The October 1 stabbing to death of two
women in the southern port of Marseille
brought to 241 the number of people
killed in attacks claimed by, or attributed
to, jihadists since January 2015.
French anti-terror police also arrested
10 people over a suspected right-wing
extremist plot to target mosques and politicians, including a government spokesman, a source close to the investigation
said.
The government says it has helped foil 12
planned attacks so far this year.

A Pakistani court has ordered the arrest of
Nawaz Sharif on corruption charges after he
failed to appear to defend himself against
charges that have already cost him his job as
prime minister and a member of the national
assembly. An Islamabad anti-corruption court
issued the warrant on Thursday in relation to
the case, which is related to the wealth owned
by him and his family.Mr Sharif’s lawyer
said the former prime minister was in London
accompanying his wife, who is suffering
from cancer, though political analysts believe
he may be considering a period of exile.The
arrest warrant is the latest twist in an extraordinary saga that has seen Mr Sharif ousted
from his third term as Pakistani prime minister, and then returning as leader of his party
following the approval of a controversial law.
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Is India Starting to Flex Its Military Muscles?

A New Willingness to Use Force Beyond its Borders Suggests that a Sleeping Giant may be Awakening.
By Sumit Ganguly, S. Paul Kapur
This summer, India deployed troops to prevent
China’s People’s Liberation Army (PLA) from
constructing a road on the Doklam plateau near
the contested Bhutan-China-India border. Indian
forces stood in the path of the construction
crews, blocking their work and at times even
tussling with Chinese troops. Despite increasingly harsh warnings from Beijing, including
the threat of “all-out confrontation,” the Indians
held fast. After a nearly two-month standoff,
both sides disengaged and the PLA stopped its
road-building activity, though China made clear
that it would “continue fulfilling its sovereign
rights” by stationing troops and patrolling in the
area.
India, in its 70-year history, has rarely sought to
employ force beyond its borders. When it has
done so, it has generally faced relatively weak
adversaries, such as the Tamil Tigers in Sri
Lanka during the late 1980s, and potential coupmakers in the Maldives in 1988. In the 1965
Indo-Pakistani War, India confronted an able
adversary, and it attacked well into enemy territory, nearly reaching the border city of Lahore.
But India did not seek this conflict, which began
when Pakistan attempted to seize Kashmir with
irregular and conventional forces. India’s most
ambitious military operation occurred in 1971,
when it launched a large-scale armored thrust
into East Pakistan, severing Pakistan’s Eastern
and Western wings and helping to create the new
state of Bangladesh. India acted only after an
influx into West Bengal of refugees fleeing Pakistan’s civil war had forced its hand, however.
Unable to absorb the flow of new arrivals, it had
little choice but to attack East Pakistan and put
an end to the crisis.
But now India may be evincing an increased
willingness to employ force beyond the confines
of its own territory.
The Doklam standoff, in which India deployed
troops to Bhutan in response to Chinese provocations, was particularly notable in this regard.
What prompted India to adopt such a confrontational policy?
The answers to this question are manifold. First,
India is treaty-bound to cooperate closely with
Bhutan on strategic matters. This cooperation
is broadly understood to imply an Indian obligation to ensure Bhutanese security. The Bhu-

tanese government opposed China’s roadbuilding, labeling it a “direct violation” of
existing boundary agreements and calling
for a return to the status quo.
Second, even though China was not building its road on Indian soil, the project threatened India’s security. Doklam is not only
perilously close to the Indian border but
also near the Siliguri Corridor (often called
the “chicken’s neck”), which links India’s
heartland with its northeastern region. At
its narrowest point, this corridor is only
about 17 miles wide. In the event of a war, a
PLA pincer movement could cut off India’s
northeast from the rest of the country — a
fear has long plagued military planners in
New Delhi.
Third, Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s
administration appears to believe more than
many previous Indian governments in the
utility of force in addressing security concerns. For example, in June 2015, Indian
troops crossed the border into Myanmar and
attacked the camps of anti-Indian insurgents.
Just over a year later, Indian commandos
crossed the Line of Control dividing India
from Pakistani territory in the disputed territory of Kashmir, and attacked a number of
Pakistan-supported terrorist training camps.
Although previous governments had conducted similar operations, they had carefully

avoided discussing them publicly. In this
case, however, Indian officials then provided detailed public briefings about the
raids. Indeed, Modi, in a public address
in New York, went to so far as to say that,
“When India conducted surgical strikes,
the world experienced our power and
realized that India practices restraint but
can show her power when needed.” The
current government’s willingness to not
only acknowledge these operations, but
actually to highlight them, marks a distinct policy shift.
In the case of China, despite initial
friendly overtures following Modi’s election, India has adopted a more assertive
stance. It made clear to China’s President
Xi Jinping during his state visit to India
in 2014 that Delhi would stand firm in the
Ladakh region of Kashmir, where the PLA
had made a number of limited probes.
Then, when confronted with China’s
road-building activities at Doklam, India
moved quickly to aid Bhutan, deploying
troops to block further Chinese progress.
(In 2013, under the government of Prime
Minister Manmohan Singh, India had
downplayed protracted Chinese incursions into Indian territory in Ladakh.)
Finally, India’s understanding of its selfinterest appears to be expanding. By

stopping China’s road-building project, it
protected not only itself but also a smaller
neighbor from coercion by a powerful third
country. In doing so, India not only demonstrated that it would resist Chinese bullying,
but also showed that India would, at least in
some cases, seek to prevent China from bullying others.
The question now is whether this more assertive Indian approach will endure. India was
in a particularly favorable legal and geographical position to intervene in Doklam,
and the characteristics of future crises could
differ considerably. The Indian government
shows no signs of adopting a more conciliatory stance, however. A post-crisis statement,
though measured, made clear that India
would not accept forceful attempts to alter
the status quo. Border agreements, it said,
must be “scrupulously respected.”
Moreover, the winds favor New Delhi: The
Doklam episode was generally interpreted
as a victory within India, garnering largely
favorable press coverage and commentary
from the strategic community. This will
create domestic political incentives to continue to pursue forward-leaning policies.
Finally, general strategic momentum is
pushing India in an increasingly competitive direction. India has become one of the
world’s largest arms importers, while also
emphasizing indigenous defense production
through its “Make in India” campaign.
India has become one of the world’s largest arms importers, while also emphasizing
indigenous defense production through its
“Make in India” campaign.
Its projects include raising a mountain
corps, modernizing its fleet of combat aircraft, expanding its , and improving its
nuclear capabilities. In addition, India is
working closely with partners such as Japan,
Vietnam, and the United States to hedge
against regional security challenges through
efforts such as joint exercises, training, and
military sales. The U.S.-India relationship
is especially important; Indian leaders have
described it as “indispensable,” and the two
countries are cooperating on a number of significant projects, including the joint development of jet engines and aircraft-carrier technology.

